The Fishing Family

By Evan
Once upon a time, there lived a family. The family liked to go camping. They had a Caterpillar camper that was in the shape of a bug. One fall, they went to a state park named Fish Gauge.
On the Saturday of their trip, they went fishing. They used old cable from their old TV with a worm on it to fish. They casted the TV cable out.
The bobber went down and something very heavy was on the hook. The whole family pulled on the fishing pole trying to get the fish to shore. They got a giant basket from the laundry shop they owned. They caught a giant fish!
It squirmed and it tried to get away, but it didn’t. The daddy figured out that this fish was a shark. The shark was gray, and it had 5,000 teeth!
The family got in rectangle boxes on the dock that were made of wood because the shark might bite them. They pulled it back to their campsite and they ate it for dinner.
They couldn’t eat the teeth, so they took them and put them out for the Tooth Fairy. In the morning, they found $5000!

The End